Hospitality is more than a mannerism. Some people have an indefinable ability to make you feel glad you have come — from the moment you step inside the doors. Kerr's has earnestly tried to be this kind of store through a quarter-century of helping people and homes possess the kind of things worth possessing.

KERR'S
Oklahoma City
Personal Shopping Service

The Sooner Magazine
For Mother, Wife or Sweetheart
We Specialize in Fraternity and School Jewelry/
LEITZER
Main and Hudson

"MY BANK"
AND COMPANY
303 Hightower Building

That is what four generations of Oklahomans call The First National. Since its founding, April 22, 1889, the First National Bank and Trust Company has sought to provide that degree of dependable banking service and intimate friendly spirit that prompts its patrons to proudly refer to it as "MY BANK."

In many Oklahoma families we have served the financial needs of four generations. We invite new accounts upon this record of service.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY
OF OKLAHOMA CITY

The problem of selecting an appropriate gift for your mother, your wife or your sweetheart can be solved with a gift of jewelry. We feature fraternity and sorority crests mounted on any piece of jewelry you may select. Any design you may choose can be fashioned by our expert craftsmen.
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